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Foolish people assume, ignore, don’t care, don’t think, don’t listen,
believe everything they hear, don’t ask questions, blindly follow,
hear but don’t do, professes but isn’t genuine,
talks a lot but walks a little
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Different types of fools
simple, unreasonable, stubborn, mocking, committed
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Titus 3:3, Eph 5:4, Matt 7:24-29, 25:2-12
Ecclesiastes 5:1-5, 7:9
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Talk but no walk, outward but no inward, self serving
not other serving, casual not committed, careless not
controlled, too much cosmetics not enough character
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1. Avoid the characteristics of fools
Talk but no walk, outward but no inward, self serving
not other serving, casual not committed, careless not
controlled, too much cosmetics not enough character

2. Avoid the companionship of fools
3. Avoid the conduct of fools
4. Avoid the communication of fools
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1. Don’t ignore God nor His Word
2. Don’t run with foolish people
3. Learn from your mistakes
4. Don’t make excuses
5. Don’t despise wisdom, instruction, or correction
6. Don’t resist change nor be too quick to change
7. Learn to ask questions
8. Be humble not proud
9. Learn to listen and obey…God and His Word
10. Don’t just talk…walk (posses not just profess
11. Live by principles not proclamations
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